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ABSTRACT: within the current trends of the world, the 
technologies have advanced such a lot that almost all of 
the people like using the internet because the primary 
medium to transfer information from one come to an 
end to a different across the world. The information 
transition is formed very easy, quick and correct using 
the internet. But, one amongst the most issues with 
sending information over the internet is that the 
security threat it poses i.e. the non-public or 
confidential information will be stolen or hacked in 
some ways. Thus it becomes vital to require knowledge 
security into thought because it is one of the important 
factors that require attention throughout the method of 
information transferring. There are several analysis 
process techniques associated with net security, 
watermarking, cryptography, and steganography. New 
proposed reversible image transformation technique is 
planned a histogram modification are the generalized 
ways for hiding information, however this technique 
enhances the standard of the encrypted image pictures 
and knowledge hiding, security & privacy, image 
recovery this system not solely enhances the standard 
of the encrypted image but conjointly it will restore the 
key image in an exceedingly lossless manner. In 
information hiding in encrypted image, there's would 
like of high security also as maintaining the standard of 
original image during transmission and exchange of 
image. 

KEYWORDS: Image encryption, Image decryption, 
Data Hiding, image recovery, PSNR, Reversible data 
hiding, Privacy protection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Processing encrypted information will be quite helpful 
for several applications, like activity data within an 
encrypted image. a standard application may be a 
buyer-seller watermarking protocol during which the 
vendor of the transmission product encrypts the initial 
information using a public encoding key so embeds a 
novel fingerprint to spot the customer within the 
encrypted information. A lot of general case might be a 
thing during which the content owner has encrypted a 
picture however desires to infix quite one extra 
information stream. Reversible information activity in 
pictures may be a technique for embedding additional 
information into pictures such the initial cover image 
will be listlessly recovered once the embedded 
information are extracted. Uses the difference between 

two consecutive image pixels to infix an additional bit, 
use a lossless compression technique to make further 
area for carry in extra information bits [1]. Digital 
watermarking is one in every of the ways that to prove 
the possession and also the authenticity of the media. 
There are primarily two varieties of watermarking 
algorithms: visible watermarking and invisible 
watermarking. For invisible watermarking, the 
watermark ought to be perceptually clear and strength. 
For visible watermarking, the watermark ought to be 
perceptually visible and strength. Lossless information 
hiding has been wide studied as a well-liked and 
powerful technique to protect copyright in several 
sensitive situations, e.g., diagnosing, remote sensing 
and enforcement [1]. Information activity is stated as a 
method to hide information (representing some 
information) into cover media. Nowadays, the 
distribution of multimedia system content on the web 
and different communication networks became a 
follow typically performed by users with totally 
different profiles. In this scenario, techniques 
dedicated to shielding this type of data play a crucial 
role, providing confidential transmission and 
reassuring the integrity of the received information [2]. 
Steganographic techniques have the most purpose of 
concealing a relevant info (a text or a picture, for 
example) behind an apparently unimportant image. In 
a very sensible steganographic technique, an 
unauthorized person shouldn't be ready to notice the 
presence of any hidden info [3]. A digital watermark 
may be a reasonably fingerprint introduced while not 
ever-changing visual and statistical aspects of a picture. 
Watermarking has application in eventualities 
wherever info may be maliciously changed by a 
listener. The licensed recipient ought to be ready to 
verify the presence of the referred fingerprint, ratifying 
the origin of the image the copyright holder, for 
example and determinant the kind of modification it 
should have suffered [4]. The visible digital 
watermarking the paper focuses on the following 
points: The data hidden drawback may be solved 
exploitation histogram shifting algorithmic program 
for information concealing. It concentrates on the 
restoration of image quality in order that the covered 
image may be totally retrieved. For greatly enhancing 
the protection the cryptography of the covered image 
is completed in order that within the absence of the 
key, the illegal user cannot access the image info [5]. 
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Reversible information hiding Method : extra 
message are insert into some cover media, like military 
or medical pictures, in an exceedingly reversible 
manner so the first cover content are often absolutely 
repaired when extraction of the hidden message is 
termed reversible information hiding.  General signal 
process generally takes place before encoding or when 
cryptography. Generally the content owner doesn't 
believe the supplier of the service, in such cases ability 
to supply manipulating the plain content secret is 
undesirable. Thus manipulation on encrypted 
information once keeping the plain content is allowed. 
Because of the restricted channel resource a channel 
supplier with none data of the cryptography key might 
compress the encrypted information, once the key 
information to be transmitted. So as to confirm the 
privacy the content owner ought to cipher the 
information once it shares a secret image with 
alternative person. Some info’s like the origin 
information, image notation or authentication 
information, and is wish to be superimposed among 
the encrypted image by a channel administrator who 
doesn't understand the first image content. At receiver 
side it should be additionally expected that the first 
content are often recovered with none error when 
cryptography and retrieve of extra message. Meaning a 
reversible information hiding theme for encrypted 
image is desirable. Information hiding is that the 
method of concealing the information into covers 
media. That is, the information hiding method links a 
collection of the embedded information and a 
collection of the quilt media data. In most cases of 
information hiding, the first image becomes distorted 
because of information hiding and can't be inverted 
back to the first media. That is, cover media has 
permanent distortion even when the hidden 
knowledge is removed. In some applications, like 
diagnosis and enforcement it's desired that the first 
cover media are often recovered expeditiously with no 
loss. The marking techniques satisfying this demand 
are referred to as reversible, lossless, distortion-free or 
invertible information hiding techniques [6]. 

Separable reversible information hiding Method: 
severable reversible information hiding that is its 
reversible information technique however that is 
severable. The severable means that that is ready to 
separate. The separation of activities i.e. extraction of 
original cover image and extraction of the payload is 
finished during this methodology. This separation 
needs some basic cause to occur. In dissociable 
information hiding key explained by Xinpeng Zhang the 
separation exists consistent with keys. At the receiver 
side, there are 3 completely different cases are 
encountered. The separation of extracting the 

information and obtaining the quilt media come back 
to exist. That’s why it's known as-as dissociable 
reversible information hiding [6]. 
 

II.RELATED WORK 
M.S Hwanga et al. [7] proposed a histogram shifting 
method for image reversible data hiding testing on high 
bit depth medical images. Among image local block 
pixels, the high correlation for smooth surface of 
anatomical structure in medical images are exploited. 
Thus a different value is applied for each block of pixels 
to produce a difference histogram to embed secret bits. 
During data embedding, the image blocks are divided 
into two categories due to two corresponding 
embedding strategies. Via an inverse histogram shifting 
mechanism, the host image can be accurately 
recovered after the hidden data extraction 
 
T.Wang et al. [8] a new and reversible watermarking 
method is proposed to address this security issue. 
Specifically, signature information and textual data are 
inserted into the original medical images based on 
recursive dither modulation (RDM) algorithm after 
wavelet transform and singular value decomposition 
(SVD). In addition, differential evolution (DE) is applied 
to design the quantization steps (QSs) optimally for 
controlling the strength of the watermark. Using these 
specially designed hybrid techniques, the proposed 
watermarking technique obtains good imperceptibility 
and high robustness. Experimental results indicate that 
the proposed method is not only highly competitive, 
but also outperforms the existing methods. 
Localization algorithms for example Dead Reckoning, 
the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and the 
Sequential Bayesian estimation (SBE). To the best of 
our knowledge, the reference is the first survey 
focusing on MWSNs localization. 
 
M.S. Lin et al. [9] presents a reversible data-hiding 
scheme for medical images. This method uses three 
neighboring pixels to predict the current pixel. For the 
prediction error, two histograms, h1and h2, are 
generated. The distribution in histogram h1 and h2 is 
more compact. The algorithm intends to embed secret 
data into the cover image by using the modification of 
the two histograms h1and h2 instead of the original 
image histogram. The proposed method has the 
advantages like the stego-images have good visual 
image quality and has a higher pure payload. 
 
 L. Dong et al [10], proposed a novel reversible image 
data hiding method (RIDH). In this paper two class 
SVM classifier is designed to separate out encrypted 
and non-encrypted patches of images. This method 
provides higher embedding capacity and it also able to 
reconstruct original image and embedded message. 
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Mainly, RIDH algorithm is designed for plaintext 
documents. In this message bits are embedded into the 
original image hence we can say that it works for 
lossless compression algorithm for compression 
certain features of images. The DE i.e. different 
expansion method improves the prediction error 
expansion (PEE)-based strategies which offers the 
state-of-the-art capacity distortion performance. The 
proposed two-class SVM classifier can efficiently 
separate outs the encrypted and non-encrypted 
patches of image.  

Zhang et al. [11], discussed about separable reversible 
data hiding in encrypted images. There are two phases 
in which firstly, content owner encrypts the original 
uncompressed image using keys by which encryption is 
required. In this paper, proposed method content 
owner encrypts the original uncompressed image using 
encryption key. 

Mark Johnson and et.al [12] has examined the 
possibility of first encrypting a data and then 
compressing it, such that the compressor does not have 
knowledge of the encryption key. The encrypted data 
can be compressed using distributed source coding 
principles, because the key will be available at the 
decoder. They showed that under some conditions the 
encrypted data can be compressed to the same rate as 
the original, unencrypted data could have been 
compressed. 

Li Dong et al. [13] proposed another reversible data 
hiding scheme over encrypted images. The data 
embedding is achieved through a public key 
modulation mechanism and so there is no need of a 
secret key. There is a powerful two class SVM classifier 
at the receiver side to distinguish between encrypted 
and non-encrypted image patches and it also allows to 
jointly decoding the embedded message and the 
original image. The data embedding is done by simple 
XOR operations, without the need of accessing the 
secret key. 
 
Y. Shi et al. [14] have proposed a system that performs 
the Reversible Data hiding by using the histogram shift 
operation for RDH. In this system used the spare space 
for embedding the data by shifting the bins of gray 
scale values. The embedding capacity measured by the 
use of number of pixels in peak point. This system has 
some benefits such as it is simple and has constant 
PSNR ratio, capacity is high and distortion is very low. 
This system has some disadvantages such as more time 
consuming while searching the image number of times. 

A. R. Gaykar et al. [15] a new reversible data hiding 
algorithm has been proposed with the property of 

contrast enhancement. The proposed method can take 
advantage of all traditional RDH techniques for plain 
images and achieve excellent performance without loss 
of perfect secrecy. For better visibility improving the 
algorithm and applying it to the medical and satellite 
images becomes the part of the system. Is a survey 
paper on Reversible Image Data Hiding The proposed 
algorithm has made the image contrast enhancement 
reversible. 

 

 

III.EXPECT OUTCOME 
In study in field image processing and protected data 
and data hiding into image using Histogram shifting 
Techniques. Secure image and authentication.   

IV. CONCLUSION 
In the study, a procedure to uniformize image 
histograms, based on the finite field cosine transform, 
was introduced. The technique should be part of a 
complete image encryption system and its aim is to 
eliminate the effectiveness of attacks which explore the 
frequency of occurrence of the pixels values. This kind 
of attack may be useful against encryption techniques 
based on changes on pixels positions or 
transformations which do not alter significantly the 
histogram of an image. Simulations which indicate that 
the proposed scheme has potential applicability in 
practical scenarios were presented. The combination 
between the technique presented in this paper and 
procedures dependent on a key, with the purpose of 
implementing a complete image encryption scheme, is 
currently under investigation. 
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